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distributed cognition [12], to GOMS [6], to many others.
This variety is both a blessing and a curse: an individual
performing an evaluation can choose whatever
methodology best fits the object of study and goals of the
evaluation [9], but given a particular focus or question the
ramifications of choosing one theory over another are not
always clear. Several researchers have compared and
contrasted different theories, often arguing that one
theoretical perspective is more applicable, more
comprehensible, or more useful than another [11,19,21].
Although such comparisons are useful in understanding the
various theories involved, they often do not present the
information that would be of greatest use to someone
choosing which of these theories to employ: how do the
methods informed by these theories compare in practice,
that is, in the process of actually applying them to assess,
evaluate, and understand users’ interactions with a system
and with each other? Furthermore, the practical issue of
choosing and applying a theoretical framing belies a deeper
but subtler question: what does HCI do with theory?

ABSTRACT

The field of HCI is growing, not only in the variety of
application areas or the volume of research conducted, but
also in the number of analytical approaches for use in the
evaluation and design of interactive systems. However,
despite the abundance of theoretical frameworks available,
relatively little work has directly compared the application
of these frameworks. This paper compares video analysis
methods based on two analytic frameworks—activity
theory (AT) and distributed cognition (DCog)—by
performing an analysis of the same system from each of the
two different theoretical perspectives. The results presented
here provide a better understanding of how such
theoretically informed methods in practice both resemble
and differ from one another. Furthermore, this comparison
enables specific insights about each of the theories
themselves, as well as more general discussion about the
role of theory in HCI.
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To develop such a practical understanding, and to consider
at length the role of theory in HCI, this paper presents a
side-by-side comparison of activity theory (AT) [3,18] and
distributed cognition (DCog) [10,12]. Each is applied to
video data of users interacting with a multidevice characterbased installation called Normative Echoes [2]. This sideby-side application goes beyond “kicking the tires of
different theories” [20:274] by directly comparing both the
processes and products of using theory-driven methods on
the same object of analysis. This is not a matter of
triangulation, or the use of multiple approaches to reinforce
the credibility or validity of results. Rather, the purpose
here is to examine the methodologies themselves. The
primary purpose of this paper, then, is to contribute to the
continuing theoretical discussions in the literature
[7,11,15,19,21,24] by examining similarities, differences,
overlaps, and conflicts between the processes and products
of applying theory-driven methods in HCI.

ACM Classification Keywords

H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
General Terms

Human Factors
INTRODUCTION

HCI researchers, practitioners, designers, and engineers
often confront the difficult and complex issue of evaluation.
Given a system, design, or prototype, how does one assess
its value? Moreover, how does one go about selecting a
framework for understanding the ways users interact with it
and with each other? There is no single theory of HCI.
Rather, in its relatively short history, researchers in the field
have generated or applied a panoply of theoretical
frameworks, ranging from activity theory [17,23], to

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This section provides brief introductions to AT and DCog.
For a thorough review of theory in HCI, see [21].
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Activity Theory

Based largely on Russian psychology from the early 20th
century [17,23], activity theory (AT) focuses on human
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activity as the unit of analysis. An activity includes a
subject, or intentional actor performing the activity; an
object, toward which the activity is directed; and mediating
artifacts, through which the activity is carried out. In this
framework, an object can be part of physical reality, such as
a mouse or LCD, or of social reality, such as friendship or
authority. Similarly, mediating objects can include physical
artifacts, such as tools or diagrams, as well as cognitive or
cultural artifacts, such as language or history. An object
defines an activity, and no activity is without an object.

The methods used here draw mainly on Halverson [10,11],
specifically involving diagrammatic depictions of the
temporal flow of computational state through the various
representational media involved in a cognitive system.
Methods informed by DCog were selected for this analysis
because of its emphasis on cognitive processes that occur
across multiple individuals and artifacts, the contrast
between their symmetric treatment of agents with AT’s
focus on intentional actors, and a resonance between the
analytic prominence of propagation of representational state
and the movement of virtual entities between devices in this
exhibit.

AT has been applied to a wide variety of settings in HCI
research and design, e.g. [3,15,18]. Much of its utility is
derived from the prominent analytic place of mediation,
where computing technologies are seen as artifacts
mediating human activity. The analysis here draws
specifically on Engeström’s [8] formulation of AT, which
includes a community, social rules, and division of labor in
the analytic framework, as well as incorporating methods
informed by Mwanza [18] and Bødker [3]. Specifically,
Mwanza [18] describes an eight-step process of identifying
the activity of interest, the object of the activity, the subject
performing the activity, etc., corresponding to the “activity
triangles” developed by Engeström [8]. Bødker [3]
emphasizes focusing on the role of breakdowns, when an
activity is disrupted by an unanticipated outcome, and
subsequent focus shifts, which signal a change in the object
of activity, in defining units of activity for analysis.
Methods informed by AT are used here for their flexibility
in analyzing various levels of interaction with and through
computational artifacts, their focus on the ways in which
technical artifacts mediate human actions, and their
emphasis on the user as an intentional actor.

THEORY COMPARISONS

Previous work has compared and contrasted different
theoretical approaches within HCI, often arguing for one
approach over others. Nardi [19] presents a comparison of
situated action, distributed cognition, and activity theory,
arguing that the focus on intentionality in activity theory
absent from the other two offers “the richest framework for
studies of context” [19:96] and users’ engagement with
artifacts. Halverson [11] compares AT with DCog, using an
example analysis to argue for the benefits of DCog. Rogers
[21] presents an account of theoretical developments in
HCI, including AT, DCog, situated action, and several
others, highlighting historical origins and differences in
philosophical underpinnings. Suchman applies the concept
of artifact mediation in a situated action analysis [22] but
focuses on combining concepts from different theories
rather than on comparing independent analyses. Some
panels have discussed and compared theories in HCI [16],
for example, three experts with different theoretical
backgrounds analyzed a video clip from the film Apollo 13
[24]. In both cases, all panelists were experts and the
resulting discussion is not archived. Most similar to this
paper, one study compared activity theory, cognitive
ergonomics, and distributed cognition, but their focus was
on an organizational work setting [7], rather than the focus
here on video analysis of ad-hoc interactions of groups of
participants learning to use a novel system. Where possible,
those findings are compared and contrasted with ours.

Distributed Cognition

Distributed cognition (DCog) [12] draws on cognitive
science, but its purview extends beyond the individual,
arguing that cognitive processes do not occur strictly inside
the mind but rather are distributed across multiple
individuals and artifacts. Thus, the focus is on how
cognitive and computational tasks are accomplished by
interactions among individuals and artifacts, as well as
social and cultural elements. DCog focuses on
representations of computational state and the media of
those representations, as well as transformations that occur
when a state represented in one medium is propagated to
another. Importantly, with respect to cognitive processes,
human and non-human agents are treated symmetrically,
that is, both can be components carrying out various
processes in the system, and both can be media in which
representational states are created or through which they are
propagated.

However, little research has gone beyond high-level
comparisons or simply trying out one theory or another. The
point in this paper is to compare the methods informed by
multiple theories by applying each to the same object of
study. This simultaneous application enables us to assess
differences and similarities between both the process and
products of these theories, as well as to provide a side-byside comparison of using theory-driven methods in practice.
NORMATIVE ECHOES

Normative Echoes is a multidevice character-based
installation [2]. The physical set-up consists of two 26”
LCD monitors, each connected to a desktop PC and
representing a virtual island inhabited by a community of
animated characters. A tablet PC acts as a virtual raft,

DCog has been used in a number of HCI-related settings,
e.g., [10,11,12]. These analyses focus on the ways that
information gets represented and re-represented across
various media, allowing for a close analysis of cognitive
processes that span individuals, artifacts, and organizations.
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allowing participants to move characters between islands
(Figure 1). Participants may also interact with the
characters by talking to them through microphones, one
near each monitor. The characters learn simple speech
patterns, represented as combinations of words and phrases,
which are recombined to form new vocal expressions. The
system does not perform semantic operations or infer the
meaning of these speech patterns. Rather, it focuses on
syntactic manipulation of speech patterns, allowing users to
ascribe meaning to the system’s actions.

Throughout the demonstration session, participants were
recorded interacting with Normative Echoes. A camera was
placed behind one of the LCD displays, allowing
participants’ faces to be observed at that display, while
other participants and the animated characters were visible
at the other display. The camera was run continuously
during the demonstration session, generating two hours of
video footage, during which time about 40 participants
interacted in the area visible to the camera. Most
interactions lasted three to five minutes, though some lasted
over fifteen minutes.

The video data for this study were recorded during the
demonstration session of the 2006 Artificial Intelligence
and Interactive Digital Entertainment Conference. The
conference program consists mainly of technical papers by
researchers in academia and industry on AI techniques,
with specific emphasis on those with applications in video
games and other interactive digital media. The
demonstration session of this conference allows researchers
to give live demos of systems incorporating the techniques
they have developed and to answer conference attendees’
questions.

The analysis began with creating a content log for the
entirety of the video data, from which segments were
selected for closer analysis. Bødker [3] suggests looking for
focus shifts, breakdowns, or other interesting or surprising
situations, while Halverson [10] advises choosing clips that
involve exchanges and re-representations of information
among participants and devices in the system. While not
entirely identical, there was some overlap in the clips both
methods identified for further analysis. For each clip, highly
detailed transcripts were created. The clips and transcripts
were reviewed using the activity theoretic eight-step model
[18], summarized above, to help construct activity triangles
diagramming the relationships between subjects, objects,
mediating artifacts, and other aspects of activity. Also,
tables were made that follow the creation of
representational states and their propagation across different
media [10,11].

METHODS

As part of an analytic framework, theory “influences and is
influenced by the process of data collection and
interpretation” [10:26]. This paper uses video recordings, as
opposed to interviews, timed system logs, or any other data
collection method, enabling the same data to be used for
both analyses. While both AT and DCog are often used to
analyze much more complex, multifaceted data, there are
methods and examples from both traditions of video
analysis of interactive systems [3,10,24]. A distinguishing
feature of this study is that the users are novices, rather than
experts, so the analysis here focuses on the process of
collectively learning to use the system and participants
interactions during that process.

Most of the analysis was carried out by a single individual
with consultation and assistance from others at various
times. The analyses were done roughly concomitantly,
rather than completing one entirely before starting another.
While this process helped the individual researcher see
where the analyses coincided and where they differed, it
could also be beneficial for multiple researchers to
contribute to such an analysis, each using a different theory
[cf. 7,24]. On the one hand, conducting this analysis with
multiple experts may enable a more thorough treatment of
each theory and the methods it informs. However, in
practice, such experts are not available to all HCI
researchers or practitioners, meaning that those who wish to
use these theories must grapple with the abstract theoretical
concepts, and their associated methods, themselves.
REPRESENTATIVE VIDEO EXCERPT

This section presents a representative portion from one of
the many video segments analyzed. In this excerpt, a group
of participants attempts to transfer an animated character
from the tablet to a stationary display. This clip was chosen
as an example of a breakdown, as well as an example of a
cognitive task being conducted by a group of participants.
All names are pseudonyms.
Sara and Claude are standing at the large desktop display
farther from the camera, Sara holding a tablet near the
display, as Blake and Tony approach the closer display.

Figure 1: A participant carries an
animated character on a virtual raft.
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The character on Sara’s tablet has not transferred to the
island as she intended. Claude suggests, “What you have to
do is tilt it again,” while Tony says, “You move the tablet.”
Sara, though, seems incredulous. “How does moving the
tablet help?” she asks. “Is there like a [sic] accelerometer
on here?” Lifting the tablet, she holds it upside-down and
shakes it (Figure 2). “I don’t think so,” she concludes, then
leans back and says to Blake, “I think you’re making that
up.”
As Sara turns to speak to him, Blake cocks his head, points
at the screen, and listens to the characters speaking.
However, his attention is turned toward Sara’s disbelief. He
grabs the tablet, while still in her hands, and tilts it back and
forth, side to side, saying, “You see this? His position
moves based on this” (Figure 3). As he does so, the
animated raft on the tablet moves to reflect the tablet’s pitch
and roll. Tony chimes in, “My laptop has that, too.”

Figure 2. Sara's accelerometer test.

Blake leans down to the microphone and says, “Hello.”
Both he and Tony lean in near the display to listen closer as
the animated characters respond, “Hello. Hey you!” Blake
glances at Tony, points toward the display, and appears
about to speak, when Sara walks up holding the tablet and
says, “I gotta get this guy over here.” Blake and Tony look
down at the tablet, then step to either side and allow Sara to
approach the display, as Blake asks, “Oh c’mon, why you
gotta keep ‘em separated?” alluding to a popular punk-rock
song.

However, this does not help Sara, as she still wants to know,
“How do I get him over there?” Tony states, “You don’t
have anybody on your raft,” to which Sara replies, “I do!
There’s a dude on it.” There is a moment of confusion, as
Sara says, “Oh, he left, but he’s not over there. Where’d he
go?” A moment later, Claude and Blake point at the screen,
and Sara says, “Oh there he is,” as all three see that the
character has transferred from the raft to the island.

Sara holds the tablet near the bottom of the screen, as Blake
and Claude look on over her shoulder. All three gaze
intently at the tablet. After a few moments, Sara says,
“leave,” presumably to the character, and Blake reaches
forward to take hold of the tablet, saying, “tilt it, tilt it.” As
they tilt the tablet, the computer graphical raft on which the
animated character is standing moves in the direction of the
tilt until it has almost entirely vanished from the screen.
The participants seem to believe that, since the character is
no longer visible on the tablet, that it has transferred to the
island. Blake pulls his hand back, and, smiling, says, “There
you go, see?” Sara turns to look at him and asks, “You
actually had to tilt it?” To which Blake responds, “Well
what do you think, water flows up hill?” Blake’s statement
indicates his belief that the tablet is aware of its physical
orientation, and furthermore that the virtual objects
contained therein should react similarly to their physical
counterparts.

ANALYSIS

This section presents each analysis separately, followed by
comparison in the subsequent discussion section.
Activity Theory

Since AT frames human activity as intentional, goal-driven
action, the methods involved focus on people’s activities
and their objects. The AT analysis presented here draws on
Mwanza’s eight-step model [18] to fill in the various
components of an activity, depicted as a series of triangles
[8]. Although intended as part of a design process, the
eight-step model works well for analytic purposes, as it
presents a specific process for understanding an activity.
The activity of interest here is the participants in the clip
above transferring a character from the tablet to the
desktop. Similar analyses were performed on other clips,
but results here are restricted to this representative example.
Figure 4 depicts the subjects, object, mediators, etc. In this
framework, human activity is mediated not only by tools,
but also by other aspects of context. In terms of rules and
regulations, the main factor is the technical limitations of
the system, restricting the conditions under which the
subjects (the participants) are able to achieve their object
(transferring the character). In this situation, the video data
also show an implicit division of labor, in that the person
holding the tablet guides the activity and makes the
decisions. Suggestions and advice for what to do come from
those not holding the tablet, then the person holding the
tablet chooses which advice to follow. This division of

Figure 3. Blake demonstrating the raft’s movement to Sara.
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labor leads to a second activity when Claude suggests,
“What you have to do is tilt it again.”

Distributed Cognition

The distributed cognition analysis here focuses on the
creation of representational states and their propagation
through various media [10,11] with a portion of the same
clip used in the AT analysis. Similarly, this section is
representative of several close analyses.

When Sara responds, “How does moving the tablet help?”
this breakdown [cf. 3] signals an object shift and
corresponding activity change (Figure 5) from transferring
the character to determining the effect of tilting the tablet.
Language, physical movement, and the tablet all mediate
this activity. The culture of a demonstration session also
mediates this interaction with a focus on the technological
aspects of the system. While Tony and Claude are still
present, they are not directly engaged in this activity, and
thus are categorized as part of the community rather than as
subjects. The result is that Sara “believes” Blake that the
tilting matters. Once Sara has been convinced, her question
“But how do I get him over there?” signals a shift back to
the activity of transferring the character, which is eventually
accomplished.

Through the lens of DCog, the Normative Echoes
installation is a cognitive system, of which the participants
and the devices are components (Table 1, top row). The
rows are grouped into portions of the interaction, each of
which describes the representational state of each
component, the medium in which that state occurs, and
what processing is being done (whether state information is
being created or propagated), including from and to what
media. Claude is not involved in the representational state
propagation here and so is not included in this analysis.
The table begins with Blake grabbing the tablet and
demonstrating the effect of tilting it (Table 1, first event),
using the tablet to create a physical representation of his
understanding of the system, which is then propagated by
the LCD to a graphical representation in response to the
tablet’s orientation. When Sara again asks “How do I get
him over there?” and Tony replies, “You don’t have
anybody” (Table 1, second event), both Sara and Tony are
creating verbal representations of their understanding of the
system, and both are performing aural processing on the
representations they receive. Additionally, Sara is using the
virtual state of the character on the raft, propagated by the
tablet to a graphical state, to demonstrate that her mental
representation and the character’s virtual state are in
alignment. However, the character shortly thereafter
disappears from the tablet, its virtual state of leaving the
tablet propagated to a graphical representation on the LCD.
As the character disappears, the desktop starts making the
sound of a ship creaking to indicate that the tablet is within
range to transfer. Also, Sara states, “Oh, he left,”
propagating the graphical representation of the character’s
state into an auditory medium and signaling a change in her
own mental representation (Table 1, third event). Once the
character finishes transferring, the desktop propagates this

This analysis is informative in a number of ways. First the
social rules and division of labor draw attention to the fact
that, although Sara is holding the tablet and thus makes
most of the decisions about what should be tested or
attempted, the others make the suggestions and provide
ideas for how to transfer the character. Second, when the
participants change focus and begin to argue about the
importance of tilting the tablet, the object-oriented analysis
of AT directs us to view this as an entirely different activity,
rather than just a phase of the interaction. During this
activity, a third important point is brought into focus: the
mediating role of the participants’ bodies. Generally,
activity theoretic analyses discuss the mediating roles of
tools, language, culture, and many other aspects of
interaction. However, due to the physicality of the user
interface, we see here that Blake uses not only the graphical
effects seen on the tablet, but he also tilts his head and shifts
his entire posture to emphasize the importance of tilting the
tablet. The body’s mediating role is addressed further in the
discussion below.

Figure 4. Activity triangle for figuring out how to
transfer a character.

Figure 5. Activity triangle for convincing Sara of the
accelerometer’s effects.
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Event (time)

Sara

Blake

Tony

Tablet

LCD

Desktop

Character

rep state

First event:

speech,
tilt tablet

speech,
gesture

orientation

raft
moving

fire
crackling

on raft

medium

tilting
demonstration
(3:03)

hold/tilt
tablet
body,
tablet

voice,
body

voice,
body

tablet

LCD

speakers

program

propagate
/ motor,
aural

create /
verbal,
motor

create /
verbal,
motor

propagate /
physical

propagate/
physical to
graphical

propagate
/ physical
to audio

create /
virtual

processing
/ type
rep state

Second event:

speech

speech

orientation

fire
crackling

on raft

medium

how to
transfer
(3:19)

character
on raft

voice

voice

tablet

LCD

speakers

program

create /
aural

create /
aural

propagate /
physical

propagate
/ virtual to
graphical

propagate/
physical
to audio

create /
virtual

rep state

Third event:

speech

position

creaking
sound

in transit

medium

character
leaves tablet
(3:23)

character
jumps

voice

tablet

LCD

speakers

program

propagate
/ visual to
verbal

propagate /
physical

propagate
/ virtual to
graphical

propagate
/ physical
to audio

create /
virtual

Fourth event:

speech

gesture

gesture

raft w/o
character

arriving
animation

on island

voice

body

body

LCD

LCD

program

propagate
/graphical
to verbal

propagate
graphical
to motor

propagate
/graphical
to motor

propagate
/ virtual to
graphical

propagate
/ virtual to
graphical

create /
virtual

processing
/ type

processing
/ type
rep state
medium
processing
/ type

character
reaches
desktop
(3:28)

Table 1. Creation and propagation of cognitive state across representational media (excerpt). System components listed across top.
LCD is the tablet display. Blank cells indicate no relevant representational state for that component at that time. Times are min:sec.

virtual state to a graphical one, an animation of the
character arriving on the island, which is in turn propagated
by verbal and motor processing to vocal and physical
representations by the three participants (Table 1, fourth
event).

DISCUSSION

The comparison conducted here affords a number of
insights, here discussed around two themes. The first
portion addresses findings that pertain specifically to DCog
and AT. The second discusses broader implications for what
HCI does, or perhaps should do, with theory.

The DCog analysis highlights a number of important
elements of this interaction. First, it draws attention to how
information and understanding is shared among the
participants. The primary form of exchange here is verbal,
often with gestural support, but participants also use the
physical orientation of the tablet or the tablet’s LCD to
align the others’ mental representations with their own.
Second, people and devices both participate in creation and
propagation of state representations. DCog’s symmetric
stance–treating participants, devices, and even virtual
characters as components of a cognitive system—allows for
seeing the character as creating a virtual representation of
its current state. It also shows the way that certain remarks
or gestures of the participants work to propagate
representational states they perceive.

Theoretical Findings

Process and Structure – One important difference between
the theories used here is the amount of structure each
provides. AT gives a relatively specific structure into which
observations are fit; DCog does not provide a specific
structure but rather directs attention to a certain aspect of
interaction. In our experience, more structure made a theory
easier to apply. Ascertaining a subject’s object was often
easier than tracing exactly where and how state
representations propagated. On the other hand, the amount
of structure had the opposite impact on the ease of learning.
For example, Kaptelinin and Nardi [15] devote several
chapters to discussing the notion of “object,” at times even
describing conflicts within a single theorist's writing,
making the learning process difficult.
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Since we are not experts in either DCog or AT, others
seeking to understand or apply these theories may benefit
from our experiences. That said, our particular experiences
were framed by our backgrounds, such that others may have
different experiences with each of these theories. We return
to this question of individual differences further below.

for the body made it, in these analyses, more analytically
conspicuous. As seen in the interactions between Sara and
Blake, posture, gestures, and the entire body help to
mediate their interaction. Similarly, in the DCog analysis,
participants’ bodies became an important medium in which
cognitive state was instantiated and propagated.

Products and Temporality – The above analyses involve
different temporal granularities. DCog provides a momentto-moment record of changes in representational media, as
evidenced by the relatively short time lapses between
events in Table 1, whereas the people and artifacts of AT’s
analytic categories (subject, object, mediating tool, etc.) do
not change quite so rapidly. This is not to say that AT treats
activities as distinct, static units, but rather that temporal
dynamism is foregrounded and more tightly integrated into
the analytic representations DCog affords. This experience
differs slightly from Halverson’s view that “dealing with
processes is built into the structure of... AT,” but it resonates
with her finding that “in DCog, process(ing) is... central to
the analysis” [11:247].

Hutchins and Klausen [13] provide an account of how such
instantiation and propagation in an airline cockpit,
including speech, glances, and instrument readings,
function to create a shared, intersubjective understanding of
the situation. Bødker and Andersen [4] also examine
meaning making, but they do so through a more nuanced
model of mediation that draws on semiotics to incorporate
not only a subject’s use of a mediating tool but also the
subject’s interpretation of the representation proffered by
the mediating tool. Although neither analysis explicitly
acknowledges the role of the body, both are concerned with
how mediation shapes intersubjective interpretations.
This similarity exemplifies Nardi’s belief that AT and DCog
“will mutually inform, and even merge, over time” [19:89].
Even in the terminology of mediating artifacts and
representational media, the common root “medium” draws
attention to the relational properties of interactive systems,
those that lie not within any particular entity but rather in
the relationships between them. However, these results also
point to important ways that future analyses should consider
the prominent role of the body as a medium of interaction.

These differences in granularity extend beyond temporality.
In general, DCog led to a lower level of analysis, focusing
on the ways that individual actions change the state of the
cognitive system, while AT led to a higher level of analysis,
focusing instead on the intentions and goals of the subjects
performing those actions. This difference in granularity
stems largely from the two theories’ differing stances
toward the object of analysis. When viewed as a group of
intentional actors, the focus is on the ways in which a high
level goal is achieved. When viewed as a cognitive system,
the focus is on the tasks that system performs. For example,
when the participants attempt to ascertain the effect of
tilting the tablet, an AT analysis suggests a change in
activity, due to the participants taking up a different object,
which requires a shift in the analytic framing. In contrast,
the DCog analysis enables use of the same analytic framing
throughout, since participants’ actions can still be
understood in terms of representational state propagation,
but did not draw as much analytic attention to that episode.
It is possible that an AT analysis focusing on the level of
actions and operations may produce results that more
closely resemble the task-level DCog analysis (see [4] for
more discussion of levels in AT). This example
demonstrates how different philosophical commitments can
lead to different analytic insights.

Agency and Agents – Generally speaking, AT considers
agency in terms of intentional actors, usually humans, while
DCog makes no analytic distinction between human and
non-human agents. For example, without significantly
stretching the framework, there is little room in AT for
treating an animated character as an intentional actor.
DCog, though, allowed the authors to treat the character as
an agent that could instantiate representational state.
However, this flexibility led to questions about where to
draw the line between agent and medium. It was at times
difficult to determine whether the tablet should be
considered as an agent, as a medium, or as both.
These questions of agency are different from those
encountered by Decortis et al. [7], who describe how AT’s
emphasis on intentionality drew attention to the individual
while DCog’s more systemic view framed individuals as
system components. They do not, however, recount any
difficulties in their analysis about whether a given entity
counts as a medium or an agent. That complication may
have arisen partly from the animated characters behaving
like intelligent agents, and partly from the mixed physicalvirtual nature of the system being analyzed here.

The Body and Mediation – While theoretically plausible,
most traditional accounts of AT and DCog do not include
the body as a mediating tool or as a representational
medium [3,10,11,15,19]. Hutchins and Palen describe how
the body is used to construct shared meaning [14], but not
how it acts as a representational medium. Aspects of
experience such as language, culture, and history are often
seen in AT as mediating interaction and in DCog as
representational media, but these theories rarely discuss the
mediating role of the body. This lack of theoretical account

Ultimately, we chose to treat the physical device of the
tablet as an agent that propagates the physical configuration
of participants’ bodies into the computational system, and to
treat the LCD display on the tablet as a separate agent that
propagated the virtual state of the animated character into a
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graphical medium. This difficulty could be construed as a
problem, in that it exposes ambiguity in the theory.
Alternatively, it could be seen as a resource, allowing the
researcher some flexibility in applying the theory so as to
focus on the phenomena of interest.

provides the opportunity to better appreciate each others’
theories, but also helps us as a field develop a deeper
practical understanding of the similarities, differences, and
relationships among our various theoretical frameworks.
Concomitant Analyses and Individual Differences – The
authors initially intended to conduct each theoretically
informed analysis completely separately, but it quickly
became clear that such complete separation was impossible.
The first task in both the AT and DCog methods involved
generating a transcript for the entire two-hour video, which
meant that the analyses were conducted concomitantly from
the outset. While each analysis was conducted
independently, some conceptual crossover was unavoidable.
For example, the role of the body as a representational
medium (described above) was first noticed during the
DCog analysis. This insight then drew the authors’ attention
to the body’s mediating role during the AT analysis. This is
but one example of how the two analyses mutually
influenced one another.

Terms and Terminology – Different frameworks, and at
times different theorists working within the same
framework, will use the same term to mean subtly if not
drastically different things. In their use of AT, DCog, and
cognitive ergonomics to analyze an organizational work
process, Decortis et al. [7] note a multiplicity of meanings
for certain terms. Specifically, their analysis drew attention
to ambiguities over the terms activity, tool/artefact, and
representation. The two preceding discussion points suggest
a similar concern with comparing theories; here, multiple
meanings of the terms medium and agency were highly
salient. However, other foundational terms, such as
information, knowledge, or even cognition are equally
contentious. For example, in AT, only intentional action
counts as cognition; actions of the animated characters in
Normative Echoes cannot feasibly be seen as cognitive, but
the characters could be seen as mediating artifacts. On the
other hand, DCog’s process oriented focus nearly requires
that the character’s actions be viewed as an agent in a
cognitive system rather than as a representational medium.

Furthermore, even if the two analyses were somehow kept
completely separate and entirely independent, this paper
would not be a comparison of DCog and AT per se. Rather,
the paper is a comparison of two applications of these
theories. Any application is necessarily shaped not only by
the object to which a theory is being applied, but also by the
persons doing the applying. A researcher or practitioner is
not a neutral, veridical conduit through which a theory is
applied. As mentioned above, the points of relative ease and
difficulty in learning and applying these theories were
likely due in part to the authors’ specific backgrounds, e.g.,
the first author’s primary training is in computer science.
Ultimately, the knowledge gained from the work presented
here will be most useful when combined with others’
practical experiences in comparing such theories, as
described further below.

On one hand, this ambiguity complicates any attempt at
cross-theoretical comparisons; one theory’s cognition is
another’s computation. On the other, the ambiguities
exposed in the comparison presented here provide concrete
examples of how the definitional aspects of a theory shape
and direct an analysis. These basic definitional issues lead
to larger questions of how theories are deployed in HCI.
Broader Concerns: What Does HCI Do with Theory?1

Falsification and Verification – Some theories [e.g., 6] seek
to predict experiment results or user behavior. Such
theories’ predictions can be compared with empirical
evidence to verify or falsify them. In contrast, theories such
as AT and DCog seek to provide explanations or
descriptions that are useful in talking about and thinking
about user interactions. While analytically beneficial, such
theories are not intended to make predictions, and thus
cannot be proven or disproven [cf. 21]. Instead, we should
explore the various theories’ explanatory power through
direct comparisons, such as those provided here.

Methods and Methodology – There is an important
distinction between methods (i.e., the actual tasks in which
one engages) and methodology (i.e., the philosophical
stance and epistemological commitments underlying those
tasks) [5]. The work described here, then, represents not
just a discussion of theoretically informed methods, but a
case study that exemplifies the analytic ramifications of
these two methodologies. The above analysis and
discussion contain many examples of how different
theoretical stances on various issues, such as what counts as
an agent, how time and change are represented, or how
participants’ bodies are accounted for, can have significant
analytical ramifications. Before actually using any of these
theoretical frameworks, researchers and practitioners should
consider not only the fitness of the theory’s methods for the
task at hand, but also such impacts of the associated
underlying methodological commitments.

Such an approach will not lead to a single, grand unified
theory of HCI, as some might desire. However, any given
theory will draw attention to some features of an interaction
while downplaying others, as demonstrated here. It is
unlikely that any single theory will meet all the needs of
every HCI researcher and practitioner. Thus, rather than
strive toward unification, we should seek to capitalize on
our current theoretical pluralism. Furthermore, conducting
comparative analyses, such as in this paper, not only
1

Objects and Lenses – Not only can an object of study be
viewed through different theoretical lenses, but the lenses
themselves can at times create the object of study. For

This section title is adapted from the title of [11].
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example, because AT directs attention toward the mediating
role of artifacts, we see the tablets as mediating participants'
activities of transferring the character. Because DCog
emphasizes the importance of representational state, we see
the character’s virtual state propagated to its graphical state
on the tablet. As noted elsewhere [10,21], theory performs a
multitude of functions, from framing data collection to
presenting results, but among them is not the role of
creating a veridical representation of reality. This process of
examining the same object with multiple lenses allows us
reflexively to turn the lenses themselves into an object of
study. Considering not only the ways in which theory
frames an analysis but also the ways in which it creates a
certain reality is crucial if we are to apply such theories
productively.

scales? The most effective way to address these questions
will be to conduct multiple comparative analyses, like that
presented here. Synthesizing the results of many such
studies will help work toward a fuller, deeper understanding
of these theories and their application.
FUTURE WORK

While this paper takes a step towards comparing
theoretically-informed methods, it is only a first step. The
analyses presented here were of a specific and, although
complex, relatively limited interaction. Comparing such
methods in more longitudinal research, such as
organizational studies, might help bring an understanding of
how these different theories frame processes of large-scale
change. Furthermore, integrating and synthesizing results
from many such comparative studies can help further
develop both abstract and practical understandings of these
theories. From a pragmatic standpoint, future researchers
conducting similar analyses could keep a journal to trace
the flow of conceptual crossover during concomitant
analyses. It could also be informative to have multiple
researchers, each well-versed in one particular theory,
analyze the same data, either individually, to compare their
results, or collaboratively, to engender discussion. Lastly,
these theoretical perspectives should be compared not only
for the purpose of analysis, but also for the purpose of
design. Bassoli et al. [1] point to the dialectic relationship
between design and theory. Using different theoretical
perspectives may lead to entirely different design products,
which may then be deployed and studied using multiple
theoretic perspectives. While these comparisons are more
labor intensive and more time consuming than other
standard approaches, the results presented here suggest that
the insights we gain may be worth the extra time and effort.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

The preceding section details a number of this paper’s
implications for theory. Here, we draw out two specific
implications for practice. First, it is not necessary for every
single user study or system evaluation to draw, incorporate,
and compare insights from multiple theoretical frameworks.
Second, in order to gain a better understanding of the
theoretical frameworks used in HCI, further comparative
studies similar to that presented in this paper should be
conducted. We argue each of these in turn.
First, we are not arguing that every possible user study
would benefit from a “polytheoretic” analysis. The
conceptual overhead of learning and applying a single
theoretical framework can be quite high, and the additional
insights gained do not seem worth the additional effort. As
shown here, there were relatively few instances in which
one framework led to a compelling finding that was
completely missed in the other. Rather, the two theories
placed greater analytic significance on different aspects of
the interaction being analyzed. That said, situations are
conceivable in which applying multiple theoretical
frameworks may be advantageous. For example, if there are
many diverse goals for conducting an evaluation, or if
different parties have different loci of inquiry, the parallel
use of different theoretically informed methods could
effectively serve such multiple goals or varied interests
simultaneously.

CONCLUSION

While HCI offers a variety of theoretically informed
methods, coming to a consensus about evaluations thereof
can be quite difficult. This paper furthers this discussion by
directly comparing theoretically informed methods through
application to the same object of study. It is not intended as
an argument for or against any particular theory. Rather, the
purpose here is to present a side-by-side comparison of
methods informed by different theories. Specifically, this
paper advances our understanding of methods informed by
activity theory and distributed cognition in terms of the role
of the body, temporality, granularity of analysis, and
agency. Such comparisons can help understand further how
theoretically-driven analyses compare in practice, as well as
consider more broadly the role of theory in our field.

Second, we suggest that the field of HCI could benefit from
other researchers conducting comparative analyses similar
to that presented here. Such comparisons would help
determine which results present here were due to particular
aspects of this study and which might be more broadly
applicable. Was the role of the body—as a representational
medium and as a mediating artifact—specific to this study,
or is it a large issue in DCog and AT? Would a similar
mixed physical-virtual system that did not include
intelligent agents lead to similar questions of the distinction
between agent and medium? How do differences in
representations of temporality manifest when analyzing
interactions or processes that unfold over much longer time

Almost 15 years ago, Nardi [19] asserted that a crucial step
for HCI would be the development of a common
vocabulary. Halverson echoed this perspective, arguing that
we need to “understand each other’s theoretical
frameworks” [11:263]. While we are not advocating the
development of a single, common theoretical framework,
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this paper does seek to promote discussion between
advocates of different perspectives by contributing to a
better understanding of how methods associated with
different theories work in practice. “The choice of
evaluation methodology – if any – must arise from and be
appropriate for the actual problem or research question
under consideration” [9:111]. Understanding the
relationships among theoretical frameworks and evaluation
methodologies is crucial for the development of a
discipline. This paper aims to further that understanding
within the discipline of HCI.

9. Greenberg, S. and Buxton, B. Usability evaluation
considered harmful (some of the time). ACM SIGCHI,
ACM (2008), 111-120.
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